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A B S T R A C T

Microlens array have been developed as an essential element in integrated micro-optical systems. However,
rapidly fabrication of high integration, high fill factor and multi-layer microlens arrays on a hard material is still
a challenge. Here, facilely designed high integrated double-sided concave microlens arrays were proposed. These
concave microlens arrays possess nearly 5000 close-packed microlenses on a double sides glass substrate, which
were created by femtosecond laser wet etch process. The optical properties of integrated microlens arrays were
investigated, which exhibit novel diverse imaging patterns, such as coaxial nested rectangular-shaped, coaxial
nested hexagonal-shaped, non-coaxial nested hexagonal-shaped imaging patterns, etc. Moreover, diverse ima-
ging patterns can be simply realized by controlling the shape, the size of the microlenses and the arrangement of
the microlens arrays on the double-sided glass chips.

1. Introduction

Integrated micro-optical components, such as grating, photonic
crystal, microlens array (MLA), have been emerged as crucial optical
elements for the opto- electro- mechanical system [1–7]. Integrated
MLA, like high fill factor single layer MLA, which will increase the
usage ratio of the light can be considered as a typically 2D integrated
optical element. Likewise, multi-layers MLAs which integrate the MLAs
on the direction of light propagation will contribute to the 3D in-
tegrated micro-optical systems. These integrated MLAs can be poten-
tially applied in laser homogenization [8–12], holographic laser pro-
jection [13], optical inspection [14,15], light emission [16,17], etc
[18,19]. Multi-layers MLA, especially for double-sided MLAs which can
be considered as the integrated fly-eye, is one promising optical ele-
ment for efficient homogeneous illumination [20–22]. Compared with
the single layer MLA, the double-sided MLAs can shape the light beam
into a suitable optical pattern, enhance the ability of homogenization
and increase the uniformity of the light distribution. Moreover, double-
sided MLAs are 3D integrated optical elements which show competent
for miniaturization optical systems.

Several methods have been proposed to fabricate the MLA, such as
atomic layer deposition [23], lithography with expensive masks [24],

self-assembly [25], printing [7], reconfigurable micro-templating [26],
thermal reflow [27]. Due to the inherent limit, these methods were
restricted by certain defects, such as complexity and high cost of fab-
rication process, poor efficiency and soft materials, which restrict
practical applications. For instance, Li et al. presented a vapor-induced
dewetting method for fabricating MLAs on polymeric surfaces [28].
This method concentrates on the polymer materials which is im-
practical in high temperature and complex applications. In particular,
this method cannot realize high-fill factor and coaxial microlenses on
double sides of substrate. Huang et al. fabricated a double-sided MLA by
a glass molding technique. Nevertheless, this method is restricted to
poor efficiency and lack of controllability [29]. As a consequence, ra-
pidly fabrication of high fill factor, shape and size controllable micro-
lenses and high coaxial double-sided 3D integrated MLAs are still a
challenge.

Femtosecond laser micromachining have been demonstrated pro-
cessing microstructures in a wide range of materials during our pre-
vious work [30–33]. Here, we introduce a novel structure of integrated
double-sided concave microlens arrays (DSC-MLAs) on a glass chip
which will contribute to the 3D micro-optical systems. The fabrication
method involved a femtosecond laser wet etch (FLWE) process, which
shows high efficiency for the whole fabrication process can be finished
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within 2 h. The fabricated DSC-MLAs possess nearly 5000 highly
coaxial close-packed microlenses on each side of substrate. The ar-
rangement, size and shape of microlenses were varied on two sides of
glass chips to realize the diverse DSC-MLAs. Moreover, the morphology
and the optical properties, such as imaging, optical focusing and optical
homogenization of the DSC-MLAs were investigated.

2. Experimental

In this work, the FLWE method was utilized to achieve the DSC-
MLAs. Firstly, a femtosecond laser beam (Pulse duration: 50 fs, central
wavelength: 800 nm, reputation rate: 1 kHz) was focused by an objec-
tive lens (50×, NA=0.6). The focused laser was subsequently irra-
diated on one side of the commercial K9 glass chips (thickness:
0.9 mm). In order to balance the efficiency and the uniformity of the
microlenses, the exposure time was kept for 500ms of each exposure
spots [34]. Then turned over the sample, repeated the process on the
opposite side of the glass chip. The coaxial exposure spots arrays on the
double-sided were controlled by an x-y-z translation stage and an extra
rotary stage with computer program. Secondly, the sample was treated
by the chemical wet etch under low power ultrasonic bathing (40 kHz).
The chemical solution contained 10% concentration of the hydrofluoric
acid. The concave microlens structure would be subsequently formed
by the selective chemical etch process. In addition, different sizes of the
microlenses were obtained by controlling the laser power, exposure
time and etch time. After chemical treating for several-tens of minutes,
the DSC-MLA which contains 5000 close-packed microlenses on each
side would be finally created. Diverse double-sided MLAs which con-
tained special shaped microlenses, like coaxial rectangular-shaped and
hexagonal-shaped would be obtained by a facile arrangement MLA on
each side of the glass chips.

3. Results and discussion

The superiority of the beam shaping performance demonstrated
here relies on the diverse imaging patterns they can produce. Firstly,
the coaxial rectangular-shaped and the coaxial hexagonal-shaped DSC-
MLAs were fabricated. Insets of the Fig. 1(b, c) show the arrangement of
exposure spots on each side of the glass chip. Herein, the solid sphere

and the dotted sphere respectively represent the top side and the
bottom side exposure spots, which are coinciding with the other side. In
details, the distance of the adjacent laser-pulse-induced craters is set for
60 μm. The femtosecond laser beam energy of each exposure spot is
kept for 4 μJ, the diameter of the spots is about 1.4 μm. So that the laser
fluence is computed for about 2.6×102 J/cm2. The imaging properties
of the coaxial DSC-MLAs were investigated by using a traditional op-
tical imaging system (Fig. 1(a)). It contains a charge-coupled device
(CCD), a commercial optical microscope (Nikon, 10×, NA=0.3; 20×,
NA=0.4) and a white light source. As shown in Fig. 1(b, c), the ob-
servation images show that each concave microlens on top side per-
formed as an “eye”, which can be used to observe the MLAs on bottom
side. As the result, we can respectively get the periodic arrangement of
the rectangular-shaped and hexagonal-shaped group patterns, which
respectively contain the similar periodic rectangular and hexagonal
MLA in each group. Each group looks like the miniaturized compound
eye in nature, which can be considered as a compound patterns. Then a
transparent letter “A” with black backdrop film was placed between the
sample and the light source. The imaging results Fig. 1(d, e) show that
the clear rectangular-shaped and hexagonal-shaped arrangement of
letters “A” are orderly arranged in each group, which are respectively
marked by the red wireframe.

Particularly, the fabricated coaxial DSC-MLAs were respectively
investigated by the scanning electron microscope (Fig. 2(a, b)). Insets
are magnified images which show the highly consistent of each mi-
crolenses. The cone craters with lots of periodic nano stripes would be
produced by laser irradiation, these structures would be rapidly etched
by chemical solution. Then the rectangular-shaped and hexagonal-
shaped microlenses would be formed until the adjacent concave
structures “squeezed” each other by a chemical etch process. The
roughness of an area of 5 μm×5 μm on the bottom surface of the mi-
crolens structures was measured, which show the average roughness
was 19.32 nm. The 3D morphologies of the microlenses were in-
vestigated by the laser scanning confocal microscope (Fig. 2(c, d)). The
cross-sectional profiles are respectively showed in Fig. 2(e, f), the red
dots represent the measured data, and the black curve lines represent
fitting data of the ideally parabolic which show the superb contact ratio
with the measured data. Respectively, the measured diameters and the
sag heights standard deviations of the microlens are 0.34 μm and

Fig. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the microscopic imaging system. (b, c) The bottom side of the MLA observed by the top side of the MLA (insets respectively
represent the arrangement of the rectangular-shaped and hexagonal-shaped MLAs on each side). (d, e) Imaging properties of the letter “A”.
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0.05 μm. The focal length of the microlens can be calculated according
to formula f=(R2+ h2)/2h(n-1), where R and h respectively represent
the radius and the sag height of the microlens. Herein, R is 30 μm which
is the half distance of the exposure spots we designed previously, the h
is 8.962 μm which investigated by the laser scanning confocal micro-
scope, and n is the glass reflective index which is 1.516. Therefore, we
get the computing results f is 105.99 μm.

In addition, the optical imaging properties of the coaxial rectan-
gular-rectangular double-sided MLAs, the coaxial hexagonal-hexagonal
double-sided MLAs, the rectangular-hexagonal double-sided MLAs and
non-coaxial hexagonal-hexagonal double-sided MLAs were respectively
investigated. Fig. 3(a, b) respectively show the light-spot imaging pat-
terns of the coaxial rectangular-rectangular and hexagonal-hexagonal
double-sided MLAs. While the beam passes through the MLAs, the beam
will firstly divide into lots of beamlets by the bottom side MLA. Owing
to the refraction of the bottom side concave MLA, the beamlets diffuse
from the bottom side MLA to the top side MLA. Due to the different
refractive index between glass and air, each microlens on the top side
collect beamlets and focus them at last. As the result, it is obvious that
the rectangular arrangement and the hexagonal arrangement of the
light spots are respectively orderly arranged in each group. These

groups are also respectively arranged as the rectangle and the hexagon.
These novel images can be called as the coaxial nested rectangular-
shaped and the coaxial nested hexagonal-shaped imaging patterns. The
imaging patterns in Fig. 3(c) coming from the periodic rectangular-
shaped and hexagonal-shaped MLAs, which are respectively arranged
on the opposite sides of the glass chips. The hexagonal-shaped MLA is
on the bottom side and the rectangular-shaped MLA is on the top side.
According to the imaging patterns, the groups are rectangular ar-
rangement, in which contain the hexagonal arrangement of the light-
spots. Fig. 3(d) shows the imaging patterns of the non-coaxial hex-
agonal-hexagonal double-sided MLAs. During the irradiation process,
the exposure spots on the top side are not coaxial to the bottom side.
Comparing with the Fig. 3(b), the boundary between each group of the
Fig. 3(d) is larger than the Fig. 3(b). Especially, the light spots array in
each group is not coaxial to the group array. According to these diverse
light-spot imaging patterns, the bottom side of the MLA determines the
arrangement of the light-spot in each focus group, and the top side of
the MLA determines the arrangement of the focus group. With the
combination of the diverse shapes of the microlenses, the DSC-MLAs
can produce diverse imaging patterns.

Moreover, the different diameters of rectangular-shaped MLAs on

Fig. 2. (a, b) SEM images of the rectangular-shaped and hexagonal-shaped MLAs, insets are the magnified images, scale bar: 30 μm. (c, d) 3D morphologies of each
shape MLA. (e, f) Fitting parabolic of the cross-sectional profile.
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the opposite sides glass chips were fabricated. Fig. 4(a, b) respectively
represent the imaging patterns of double-sided MLAs with different
diameters. Inset of the Fig. 4(a) represents the arrangement of exposure
spots, for which the diameter of microlens on top side is 50 μm (energy
of irradiation laser: 3 μJ), and the diameter of microlens on bottom side
is 100 μm (energy of irradiation laser: 6 μJ). Inset of the Fig. 4(b) shows
arrangement of exposure spots, for which the the diameter of micro-
lenses on top side are 100 μm and on bottom side are 50 μm. The solid

sphere and the dotted sphere respectively represent the top side and the
bottom side of the exposure spots. The result in Fig. 4(a) demonstrates
the uniform distribution of the imaging spots that we can’t see clear
boundary between each group as presented in Figs. 1 and 3. However,
the Fig. 4(b) shows the clear boundary between each group. The ima-
ging properties of the letter “A” are respectively shown in Fig. 4(c, d).
The results show that while the diameters of microlens on top side is
50 μm, it would produce the uniform letters “A”. However, it would

Fig. 3. The imaging patterns of (a) the coaxial rectangular-rectangular double-sided MLAs, (b) the hexagonal-hexagonal double-sided MLAs, (c) the rectangular-
hexagonal double-sided MLAs and (d) the non-coaxial hexagonal-hexagonal double-sided MLAs.

Fig. 4. (a, b) The DSC-MLA with the top side of the microlens for the diameter of 50 μm and 100 μm (insets are the arrangement of the different diameter MLAs on
each side). (c, d) Imaging properties of the microlenses for different diameters.
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produce the group letters “A” with clear boundary when the diameter of
the microlens on top side is 100 μm. The microlens array on the bottom
side determines the arrangement of the letters “A” in each group and
the microlens array on the top side determines the arrangement of the
groups. By comparing the microlenses on the bottom side for the dif-
ferent diameters at 100 μm and 50 μm, the larger diameters of micro-
lenses would lead to a larger distance between each letter “A”. The
width of the boundary between each group extremely closes to the
distance between each letter “A”. Hence, we cannot distinguish the
group and cannot see any boundary in Fig. 4(c). However, in Fig. 4(d),
the width of the boundary between each group is much larger than the
distance between letters “A”, so we can see clear boundary between
each group. This characteristic can be used to produce the uniform
imaging pattern.

To investigate the characteristics of the optical homogenization of
the fabricated coaxial rectangular-shaped DSC-MLA, a simple optical
system was utilized to analyze the intensity distribution of the laser
beam. The schematic illustration of the optical system is shown in
Fig. 5(a). The light source is a He-Ne laser with wavelength of 632 nm
(the central width of the beam: 0.5 mm) which is shown in inset of the
Fig. 5(a). The laser passed through the sample and then focused by a
commercial convex lens (Nikon, 20×, NA=0.4). After that, the beam
was projected on a screen which showed a circular uniform beam. The
circular uniform beam was subsequently observed by a CCD which
shown in Fig. 5(b). Finally, the normalized intensity distribution at the
central horizontal line of the illumination distribution was analyzed
and plotted as curves line in Fig. 5(c). The distribution of the illumi-
nation with full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) is measured for
4.9 cm, and the intensity distribution curve were measured as a flat top.
The incident He-Ne laser is typically a Gaussian distribution. When the
beam passed through the sample, it would be split into thousands of
small beamlets. The highly-centralized Gaussian beam would transform
into uniform distributed beams, which demonstrate that the sample
owns favorable homogenization.

4. Conclusion

In summary, we reported an integrated double-sided concave MLAs
which can produce diverse imaging patterns. The FLWE method was
utilized to efficiently fabricate this novel double-sided MLAs, it contains
the integrated and high precision coaxial microlenses on double sides of

a glass chip. The fabricated double-sided MLAs can produce novel di-
verse imaging patterns, like coaxial nested rectangular-shaped, coaxial
nested hexagonal-shaped, non-coaxial nested hexagonal-shaped and
combination of nested rectangular-shaped with hexagonal-shaped
imaging patterns, etc. We presented that these imaging patterns can be
simply realized by varying the size, the shape of the microlens and the
arrangement of the microlenses on each side of the glass chips.
Moreover, these integrated double-sided MLAs also showed the ex-
cellent optical focusing performance and the optical homogenization.
We believe that these integrated double-sided MLAs may contribute to
the manufacturing of integrated micro-optical systems and have po-
tential applications for laser beam shaping, light emission, photo-
lithography, projection and micro-optical processing.
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